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1 Introduction

Building and maintaining a reputation at an individual level is one of the key aspects of ca-

reer management in modern economies where individuals typically do not spend their entire

active life working for a single employer. For example, an average worker in the US holds seven

different full-time jobs during the first ten years of his career alone (Topel and Ward 1992,

p.448).1 Anticipating a sequence of work relations, employees are necessarily concerned with

their marketable reputation. Substantial resources are devoted to career advisement, making

this a thriving industry with revenues of more than $ 1 bn in 1994 (Redstrom-Plourd 1998,

p.12). But individuals’ career concerns also affect firms’ policies concerning what information

is made available to the labor market about its work force. As this paper demonstrates, orga-

nizational choices and the design of compensation schemes not only directly affect employees’

effort choices through monetary transfers but also indirectly impact incentives by shaping the

flow of information to outsiders. We show that these two roles of monetary transfers conflict

with each other and that the resulting trade-off provides a new rationale for the use of relative

performance contracts, such as rank-order tournaments.

In many settings, observability of individual performance by outside parties is a precondition for

credible output-contingent contracts (Malcomson 1984). However, even if monetary transfers

are contingent on non-public performance information, these transfers themselves serve as

signals about the underlying output states. Clearly, a worker’s output may reveal a lot about

his ability and disclosure of such information is valuable for talented individuals. Naturally, a

firm would like to make such talented workers pay for the enhanced future earnings that result

from this “certification.” However, workers’ wealth and credit constraints may limit the firm’s

ability to do so. We show that even in these circumstances the firm can (partially) extract

employment rents since it has the power to influence outsiders’ access to information about its

workers. This influence can be direct – deciding on how much information to make publicly

available about the work of the firm’s employees – or indirect, e.g., affecting the visibility of

the firm’s workers through the tasks that they are allocated to (Ortega 2003).2 A key part of

our analysis will be the degree of transparency that a firm creates through its organizational

design. The following sketches out the main effects of this organizational choice on contracting

that we derive in the paper.
1Corresponding figures for the UK and Germany are four and three, respectively (Dustmann and Pereira 2005,

p.19). For more evidence on turnover see also footnote 23.
2Additional factors might be the visibility of the demographic group that an individual belongs to (Milgrom

and Oster (1987) and Burguet et al. (2002)) or the sector of activity (Acemoglu et al. (2003)).
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Consider a firm deciding on how to provide effort incentives to two young risk neutral workers

(period 1). Both are wealth and credit constrained and will move to a competitive labor market

for experienced workers in the future (period 2). Suppose that one worker is talented while the

other is of ordinary ability. Only this distribution of talent in the firm is known to potential

future employers while each individual’s ability is initially unknown. Through its organizational

choice the firm determines how much information outsiders can glean about its employees. A

key assumption is that the firm can only contract on publicly observable variables, leading to

the two following scenarios.

In a transparent organization workers’ outputs are publicly observable and can be contracted

upon. Assume that output is perfectly informative about a worker’s ability. As a consequence,

in such an organization, an individual’s second period wage always equals his true productivity

and is independent of his first period output. Hence, no reputational incentives exist and all

incentives for effort have to be provided in the form of monetary rewards. Therefore, the firm’s

problem simply reduces to solving a static moral hazard model with limited liability.

In contrast, in an opaque organization, workers’ outputs are not observable by outsiders.

Because of commitment problems as in Malcomson (1984) the firm can only credibly provide

incentives by fixing ex ante the sum of money that it will pay out to all its workers. For

example, it can let workers compete for a fixed bonus in a rank-order tournament.3 In a

rank-order tournament, the talented worker is more likely to win than his less able colleague.

Therefore, upon observing the tournament outcome, the market for experienced workers

expects the winner to be more productive than the loser. This drives a wedge between the

future wages of winner and loser and generates reputational incentives. On the one hand,

the value of the bonus that the firm has to offer to induce effort by both workers is larger

than the expected monetary transfers in a transparent organization. On the other hand, part

of this bonus comes in form of the higher wage that a winner can command in the second

period. If this reputational incentive is sufficiently large, the monetary cost of the tournament

actually is smaller than that of the contracts in the transparent organization. Hence, even

though setting up a transparent organization and implementing the optimal static moral

hazard contract is a feasible option for the firm and minimizes the total incentive cost, an

opaque organization with a tournament can emerge as more profitable because it requires
3If the firm promised contracts that are based on individual output then it would always renege ex post,

claiming that the worker produced the output that leads to the lowest transfer. Tournaments do not suffer

from this problem since the firm can commit to always pay a fixed sum of prizes (which is publicly verifiable),

independent of realized outputs (which are not publicly observable).
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lower monetary incentives. The mechanics of this trade-off are developed more fully in the paper.

Our main result that relative performance contracts with a fixed prize sum, such as rank-order

tournaments, can be optimal provides a new rationale for the use of such contracts that has

not been identified by the extant literature. The most widely quoted rationale for relative

performance schemes is correlation between stochastic components in the outputs of different

agents. This can be exploited to insure risk-averse agents against common performance shocks. If

this common component has a large variance relative to that of the idiosyncratic shock, incentives

can be created at a lower cost using relative performance contracts than with contracts based on

individual performance only (e.g., Lazear and Rosen (1981), Holmström (1982), Nalebuff and

Stiglitz (1983), Green and Stokey (1983), Mookherjee (1984), and Meyer and Vickers (1997)).

Relative performance contracts can also be used to internalize production externalities (e.g., Itoh

(1991)) or to create proper incentives when agents can monitor each others’ efforts (e.g., Ma

(1988), Itoh (1993), Che and Yoo (2001), and Laffont and Rey (2001)). Finally, special features

about the economic environment may restrict the set of feasible contracts in such a way that

tournaments become optimal. For example, even if measures of absolute levels of performance

are not available, it may still be possible to make ordinal comparisons among workers (e.g.,

McLaughlin (1988)). Malcomson (1984) argues that the principal may well observe performance

but that these measures need not be verifiable by outsiders. As already mentioned, fixed-prize

schemes such as tournaments then are the only credible way of providing incentives (see also

Bhattacharya (1983)).

Related literature

Following the seminal papers by Fama (1980) and Holmström (1982/99), models of reputational

incentives are typically cast in terms of symmetric learning. Symmetrically informed firms try

to infer the ability of an agent from observations of his past performance. Agents interfere with

this updating process by exerting effort. These models typically assume that the parties cannot

internalize the impact of agents’ actions on reputation, either because no formal compensation

contracts can be written, or because of limited pre-commitment powers. This prevents the

dynamic incentive problem from simply collapsing to a static one. Under symmetric learning the

strength of reputational incentives can either increase or decrease with improved information.4

4Dewatripont, Jewitt, and Tirole (1999) characterize the impact of different information systems on implicit

incentives in the absence of explicit incentives. In a model with both explicit and implicit incentives Meyer and

Vickers (1997) show that improved information can either enhance or weaken incentives. Incentives from the

reputation enhancing effect of effort can be outweighed by disincentives arising from the ratchet effect.
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Our setup considers an environment with asymmetric learning, where the current employer

potentially acquires more information about her workers than is directly available to future

employers. The firm can control the extent to which performance-related information is revealed

to the labor market through her organizational design and the form of explicit contracts. A

key assumption is that the firm can only contract on publicly observable variables, leading to

the two scenarios of transparency and opacity. Since this assumption does not apply to all

economic settings, we analyze the intermediate case where output is contractible even if it is

not publicly observable in our companion paper (Koch and Peyrache 2005b). The main message

is similar: informational spill-overs generated by explicit incentive schemes provide a rationale

for the optimality of relative performance contracts. Specifically, we show that the principal

always strategically distorts information revelation to future principals about the ability of her

agents. The second main result is that she can limit her search for optimal incentive schemes

to the class of relative performance contracts that cannot be replicated by contracts based on

individual performance only.

As in our setup, promotions serve as a signal about ability in a number of other papers.5 Most

related among these is Zábojńık and Bernhardt (2001), who analyze rank-order tournaments

where ex ante identical workers compete in human capital investments and are subject to a

permanent human capital shock. The important insight is that reputation effects arise because

the expected human capital shock for a tournament winner is larger than that for the next

highest in rank, etc. The innovation in our paper is to look at such rank-order tournaments as

part of a richer contract space including the ability of a firm to control the flow of information

to outsiders through its organizational choice.

Our results on organizational transparency with limited commitment power of the principal are

complementary to studies on disclosure rules. Calzolari and Pavan (2005) analyze a sequential

common agency model with adverse selection where the principal can commit to information

disclosure rules. They find that with complementarities between the two principals’ decisions

full disclosure contracts are not optimal. The first principal can exploit her first-mover position

to affect the information rents in individuals’ contracts with the future principal and extract

these gains through her own contractual relation. Mukherjee (2005) derives conditions for the

optimality of full disclosure in a similar model with moral hazard and provides examples where

perfect disclosure is not optimal. Albano and Leaver (2004) investigate the implications of

disclosure policies for public sector recruitment and retention.
5E.g., Waldman (1984), Greenwald (1986), Ricart I Costa (1988), Bernhardt (1995), and Waldman (1990). In

Lazear (1986) both the incumbent employer and outsiders obtain signals about workers’ abilities.
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The outline of the paper is as follows. The base model is set up in Section 2. Section 3

focuses on rank-order tournaments and analyzes the possible contract choices under different

organizational forms with pooling contracts. Section 4 endogenizes the hiring decision and

derives conditions for the optimality of different organizational forms. Section 5 considers the

complete set of contracting choices and presents the main result on the optimality of relative

performance contracts. Welfare implications are discussed in Section 6. Section 7 introduces

perfect competition. Limited liability is removed in Section 8. Section 9 discusses our modelling

choices and the implications of our results for various applications.

2 The Model

The base model considers an economy with agents whose working life lasts for two periods. There

is a large population of 2N unexperienced agents seeking jobs, a fraction h ∈ (0, 1) of which

is talented (productivity parameter θ) and a fraction 1 − h of which is ordinary (productivity

parameter θ). Unexperienced workers face an option of pursuing a career that offers a life-

time utility of u = 0.6 When unexperienced, agents can apply to firm F , which needs to

fill exactly two positions to perform a task during one period. Thereafter, they move to a

competitive market for experienced workers. A worker who leaves firm F has productivity

k(θ) in this market. Contracts and payments to agents in the first period are observed by

the prospective employers and determine the market’s expectation of a worker’s productivity.

Workers are subject to wealth and credit constraints, for example arising from credit market

imperfections or institutional constraints such as labor market laws. These constraints prevent

firms from proposing negative transfers to agents. All parties are risk neutral and discount rates

are normalized to one.

To derive our main results it is sufficient to focus first on the following simple setup. A worker

employed by firm F produces output quantity θ+ q̃, where q̃ ∈ {0, q} is a random variable. We

assume that there are no complementarities among agents.7 At a cost ψ, the worker can exert

effort (e = 1) to increase the probability of producing a high output.8 For θ ∈
{
θ, θ

}
,

P rob ( q̃ = q| θ, e = 1) = P, (1)

Prob ( q̃ = q| θ, e = 0) = 0. (2)
6This assumption is relaxed in Appendix A.3.
7This eliminates production externalities as a rationale for relative performance contracts.
8Our results go through also with type-dependent effort-induced success probabilities P (θ) > P (θ) or if the

success probability absent effort is greater than zero (see Appendices A.1 and A.2).
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Moreover, we assume that the possible outputs of the workers can be ordered as follows:9

θ + q > θ + q > θ > θ. (3)

The above assumption is equivalent to ∆θ ≡ θ− θ < q. In other words, the potential increase in

output that can be achieved by exerting effort (q) is more important than the output attributable

to differences in human capital of unexperienced workers (∆θ). Work experience in firm F

increases workers’ human capital and raises their productivity as experienced workers. We

assume that talented agents accumulate more human capital than ordinary ones and thus ∆k ≡

k
(
θ
)
− k (θ) > ∆θ10 which entails that k ≡ k

(
θ
)
> k ≡ k (θ) .

The organization of firm F influences the information structure of the market. F can create

a transparent organization in which the output of workers is publicly observable and thus con-

tractible. This enables F to credibly base compensation on individual performance and write

individualized contracts. In contrast, if F sets up an opaque organization performance levels

remain private information of F and, following Malcomson (1984), are not verifiable by third

parties. Thus, only contracts where F commits to a fixed prize are credible.

The timing is as follows. At date 0, F irrevocably chooses its organizational form: transpar-

ent (performance is contractible) or opaque (performance is non-contractible). Then it makes

contract offers to two randomly selected agents from the pool of job seekers, who are privately

informed about their own ability.11 Agents can then accept or refuse the contract. F continues

to make offers to other job seekers until two workers that F wants to hire accept the offers, and

then hires them both. If an agent rejects the offer he receives the outside utility level u = 0. If

he accepts he gets hired and the market observes the contract. Once the contract is accepted,

agents non-cooperatively choose their effort levels. At date 1, output realizes and agents are

paid according to their contracts. Workers employed by F then leave the firm12 and look for a

job in the market for experienced workers, where they get paid their expected productivity in

the second period.
9This assumption implies that a worker’s output perfectly reveals his type. While this greatly simplifies the

analysis our insights are also relevant in settings where talented and ordinary workers’ outputs are continuous

random variables with common support (see Appendix A.4).
10The evidence in Baker et al. (1994, p.903) is consistent with a model where ability determines the rate at

which an individual can accumulate human capital. Acemoglu and Pischke (1998) make a similar complementarity

assumption about ability and accumulation of general human capital.
11We assume that testing for differences in abilities is too costly and that F can only screen workers through a

menu of contracts. We briefly discuss the implications of a screening technology in Section 4 (this case is treated

more fully in Koch and Peyrache (2005a)).
12This assumption is actually stronger than what we need for our results to hold. We extensively discuss its

implications in Section 9.
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The information structure of the labor market is as follows. The distribution of worker types is

common knowledge. However, the abilities of individual workers are private information before

agents get hired. Depending on the organizational form of F , the labor market observes workers’

outputs (transparent organization) or not (opaque organization). The contracts that F offers

are publicly observed and transfers received by agents are hard evidence. To exclude mutual

monitoring as a rationale for relative performance contracts, we assume that workers cannot

observe the type or effort choice of their colleague.

3 Organization and Contracts

We start our analysis by considering contracts that do not screen job applicants (pooling con-

tracts) under different organizational forms. That is, F employs two talented workers with

probability h2, two ordinary workers with probability (1 − h)2, and one talented and one or-

dinary worker with probability 2h(1 − h). This sets the stage for incorporating the screening

decision in Section 4.

3.1 Transparent Organization

In a transparent organization performance is publicly observable. Given our production technol-

ogy this leads to perfect revelation of experienced workers’ types. Therefore, for a worker of type

θ the second-period wage equals k(θ), regardless of whether individual output is high (q̃ = q) or

low (q̃ = 0). Because workers are risk neutral and their outputs are independent random vari-

ables, F can gain nothing from conditioning transfers on both agents’ outputs (Holmström 1979).

Therefore, w.l.o.g. it offers a contract based on the worker’s individual performance (individu-

alized contract): [tH(θ), tL(θ), tH(θ), tL(θ)]. If F wants to implement effort by an agent of type

θ then it solves the following program

max(tH(θ),tL(θ)) θ + P [q − tH(θ)]− [1− P ] tL(θ) (PR(θ))

s.t.

P tH(θ) + [1− P ] tL(θ)− ψ + k(θ) ≥ tL(θ) + k(θ), (IC(θ))

P tH(θ) + [1− P ] tL(θ)− ψ + k(θ) ≥ 0, (IR(θ))

tL(θ), tH(θ) ≥ 0. (WC(θ))

Since the wealth and incentive constraints bind while the individual rationality constraint is

slack, we obtain the following standard result.13

13Incentives for both worker types here are identical because the marginal productivity P is the same for each

type. See Appendix A.2 for the case of type-contingent marginal productivities.
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Lemma 1

In a transparent organization with a pooling contract, F implements effort by both workers if and

only if P q ≥ ψ. Then F offers an individualized contract C11 = [tH
(
θ
)
, tL

(
θ
)
, tH (θ) , tL (θ)],

where

tH
(
θ
)

= tH (θ) = ψ
P and tL

(
θ
)

= tL (θ) = 0.

The expected profit of F under a transparent organization with a pooling contract is:

ΠC =

 2
[
h θ + (1− h) θ

]
if q < ψ

P

2
[
h θ + (1− h) θ + P q

]
− 2ψ if q ≥ ψ

P

(4)

3.2 Opaque Organization

In an opaque organization performance is not contractible and, as in Malcomson (1984),

committing to a fixed prize to pay out to agents is the only credible way to provide incentives.

The most prominent example of such a fixed-prize contract is a rank-order tournament where

both workers earn a base wage w and the worker with the highest output θ + q̃ receives a

monetary reward in the form of an explicit bonus Be (if both have the same output a coin is

tossed). Since the sum of payoffs to workers is fixed across states and verifiable, any distribution

of the total prize sum is ex post incentive compatible for the firm and thus credible. Again we

consider pooling contracts and focus first on the particular example of rank-order tournaments

to explain the key trade-off arising in organizational and contract design between “good

monetary incentives” and “good reputational incentives.” This provides us with the tools to

analyze organizational choices (Section 4) and the characteristics of optimal contracts (Section

5).

Reputation Effects. Under a rank-order tournament, the market observes the explicit bonus

Be that F sets as well as the tournament outcome. Suppose that the tournament is implemented

as a pooling contract and that the market’s belief is that an explicit bonus Be
11 implements effort

by all agents. Then, taking expectations over all possible worker matches that can arise, the

winner of the tournament is more likely to be talented and the loser is more likely to be ordinary.

Specifically,

E [k(θ)|winner,Be
11] = h2 k + (1− h)2 k (5)

+ 2h(1− h)
{[
P + (1− P )2

]
k + P (1− P ) k

}
,

E [k(θ)| loser,Be
11] = h2 k + (1− h)2k (6)

+ 2h(1− h)
{[
P + (1− P )2

]
k + P (1− P ) k

}
9



Thus, the winner receives a higher wage in the second period than the loser, captured by the

reputation gain of winning

R (Be
11) ≡ E [k(θ)|winner,Be

11]− E [k(θ)| loser,Be
11]

= 2h(1− h) [1− 2P (1− P )]∆ k > 0. (7)

Perceived Bonus. The key feature of a rank-order tournament is that the winner’s perceived

bonus B actually exceeds the explicit bonus Be paid by the firm because of the reputation effect

of winning the tournament: B = Be + R (Be). Consider a rank-order tournament T11 which is

supposed to implement effort by all worker types. Given that it is a pooling contract, a worker

faces a talented colleague with probability h and an ordinary colleague with probability 1 − h.

Thus, to incite both types of agents to exert effort requires meeting the following incentive

constraints for a talented and an ordinary worker, respectively:{
h
2 + (1− h) [1− P (1− P )]

}
B − ψ ≥

{
h(1−P )

2 + (1− h) (1− P )
}
B, (IC){

hP (1− P ) + 1−h
2

}
B − ψ ≥ (1−h) (1−P )

2 B. (IC)

Therefore, the perceived bonus has to satisfy

B ≥

 B ≡ 2ψ
P [2 (1−h)P+h] if P ≤ 1/2

B ≡ 2ψ
P [2h (1−P )+1−h] otherwise.

(8)

These incentive constraints in conjunction with the wealth constraints imply that the individual

rationality constraints are always satisfied. Combining the above results now allows us to pin

down the wage and explicit bonus:

Lemma 2

Under an opaque organization with a rank-order tournament set up as a pooling contract, F

implements effort by both workers if and only if P q−Be
11/2 ≥ 0. Then the rank-order tournament

T11 offers a fixed wage w11 and an explicit bonus Be
11 = max

{
max

{
B,B

}
−R (Be

11) , 0
}

, where

R (Be
11) = 2h(1− h) [1− 2P (1− P )]∆ k,

w11 = 0

Under such a tournament that implements effort by all worker types, F has expected profit

ΠT
11 = 2

{
h θ + (1− h) θ + P q

}
−Be

11. (9)
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4 Organizational Design

4.1 The Key Trade-Off

The perceived bonus required to implement effort under a rank-order tournament in an opaque

organization (Lemma 2) exceeds the expected transfers under individualized contracts in a

transparent organization (Lemma 1): for all parameter values min{B, B̄} > 2ψ. This is

intuitive. Since fixed wages have no impact on incentives, the tournament has to satisfy

two incentive constraints using a single instrument: the bonus. One of these constraints is

always slack because the winning probability is strictly greater for talented workers than for

ordinary ones. In contrast, for individualized contracts all incentive constraints are satisfied

with equality and the total implementation cost is minimized. Moving from a transparent

to an opaque organization entails an increase in total implementation cost. However, what

matters for the firm is the monetary implementation cost. In a transparent organization

with individualized contracts, no reputational incentives arise and the expected monetary

implementation cost is equal to the total implementation cost, 2ψ. In an opaque organization

with a rank-order tournament, reputational incentives arise and the monetary implementation

cost, Be = max
{

min{B, B̄}−R(Be), 0
}
, is lower than the total implementation cost min{B, B̄}.

To build some intuition for the determinants of the resulting trade-off between “good monetary

incentives” (i.e., low total implementation cost) and “good reputational incentives” consider

first the extreme case in which experienced agents all have the same productivity. Since ∆ k = 0

there is a unique wage in the market for experienced workers and reputation does not matter.

Clearly, an opaque organization with a rank-order tournament cannot be optimal then because

Be = min{B, B̄} > 2ψ. In fact, the incentive problem in the first period reduces to the standard

static textbook model, which individualized contracts solve. Thus, individualized contracts in a

transparent organization are optimal.

Now consider the case where ∆ k > 0. Equation (7) describes the reputational incentives that

arise under an opaque organization with a rank-order tournament. Clearly, if ∆ k is sufficiently

large, Be = max{B, B̄} − R(Be) < 2ψ so that the monetary cost of implementing effort under

a tournament is lower than that under individualized contracts. Indeed, a comparison of profits

for T11 and individualized contracts yields the following result:

11



Lemma 3

Suppose F offers pooling contracts. Then, for sufficiently large differences in productivities of

experienced workers, ∆ k, an opaque organization with a rank-order tournament that imple-

ments effort by all workers is more profitable than any individualized contract in a transparent

organization.

Proof.

As discussed above, individualized contracts dominate rank-order tournaments whenever ∆k = 0. Now,

consider the upper bound on profits for tournament T11, which is reached if ∆ k is sufficiently large to

ensure R(Be
11 = 0) ≥ max{B,B}. Then all the incentives are provided by the expected reputation gain

from winning the tournament and T11 involves no monetary cost. Under any individualized contract

expected output is lower or monetary transfers are needed to induce effort. Given that R(Be) is linearly

increasing in ∆k, there exists a critical value for the difference in experienced workers’ productivities

above which tournament T11 is more profitable than any individualized contract.

Thus, reputational incentives require diversity of experienced workers’ productivities (∆ k > 0).

The second key determinant of reputational incentives is that the heterogeneity of the population

of job seekers (h 6= {0, 1}) must also translate into heterogeneity in the firm’s work force. This

is captured by the factor 2h(1−h) in equation (7), which gives the probability of the firm hiring

workers of different abilities when pooling contracts are used. Hence, the firm’s hiring policy

affects its ability to generate favorable reputation effects. So far, we compared outcomes for the

two organizational forms given that F offers a pooling contract and therefore cannot select job

seekers according to their ability. To arrive at our first main result we now derive a sufficient

condition under which it is indeed optimal for the firm to use such pooling contracts.

4.2 The Hiring Policy

Instead of offering a pooling contract F can design a menu of contracts (screening contracts)

that leads job seekers to reveal their type. This then permits F to choose the composition of

its work force.

Transparent Organization. Clearly, it is always more profitable for F to hire the more

productive talented job seekers.14 The profit from implementing effort through individualized

contracts when hiring two talented agents, 2
[
θ + P s− ψ

]
, exceeds that from offering a pooling

14This is different when agents have heterogeneous outside options (see Appendix A.3).
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contract, 2
[
h θ + (1− h) θ + P s− ψ

]
. The resulting gain of 2 (1 − h) ∆ θ accrues whether or

not F implements effort.

To achieve such a homogeneous talented work force, F needs to design screening contracts that

prevent ordinary workers from entering the firm. Because output perfectly reveals the type of

a worker ex post in a transparent organization, F can offer individualized contracts that pay

nothing in output states that only ordinary agents reach. Note that the wealth constraints

make more severe punishments impossible. But this threat does not deter ordinary agents from

seeking employment in firm F since they obtain guaranteed future earnings k > u. To prevent

such a job seeker from occupying one of the scarce places in the firm, F has to pay k to every

ordinary job seeker that it meets before finding two talented workers to staff the two positions

in F . The number of “unsuccessful” draws from the pool of job seekers approximately follows a

negative binomial distribution15 and has expectation 2 (1−h)/h. Hence, the expected screening

cost is increasing in the ratio of ordinary relative to talented job applicants:

ECscreen =
2 (1− h)

h
k. (10)

Comparing this expected screening cost with the expected gain from hiring two talented workers

instead of hiring two randomly drawn job seekers, 2 (1− h) ∆ θ, yields the following result:

Lemma 4

Under a transparent organization pooling contracts are optimal if and only if

k > h∆ θ. (NSO)

Put differently, if ordinary job seekers can accumulate a substantial amount of general human

capital in the positions offered by F then it becomes too costly to screen them out.

Opaque organization. It offers no advantage in designing screening contracts: as before

ordinary workers can at most be threatened to receive nothing when joining the firm. Since

individualized contracts minimize the total incentives necessary for providing incentives, an

opaque organization can never be optimal if it does not generate reputational incentives to

offset the increase in total incentives that it requires. The firm’s hiring policy is itself a key

driving force in generating reputation effects in a rank-order tournament (or any other fixed-

prize contract): these can only arise if the market does not hold the belief that the firm always

has a homogeneous work force. Thus, in a Perfect Bayesian equilibrium where an opaque
15This is a good approximation if the pool of job seekers is large. Then, drawing workers without replacing

them does not significantly alter the proportions in the remaining population.
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organization is chosen, job seekers must not self-sort into different contracts. Otherwise the

contract choice would reveal the worker’s type to the market and the market’s expectation for

any worker leaving F would no longer depend on the outcome of the tournament. This would

kill off any reputational incentives and forcibly lead to a higher monetary implementation cost

than with individualized contracts under a transparent organization, which is in contradiction

with a Perfect Bayesian equilibrium. This is summarized in the following result.

Lemma 5

No Perfect Bayesian equilibrium exists in which F sets up an opaque organization and screens

out ordinary job seekers.

Combining Lemmas 4 and 5 we immediately obtain the corollary that condition (NSO) is suffi-

cient to guarantee the optimality of pooling contracts under any organizational form chosen by

firm F in equilibrium. In conjunction with Lemma 3, this delivers our first main result:

Proposition 1

When agents are wealth and credit constrained and condition (NSO) holds, firm F always offers

a pooling contract. If the difference in human capital for experienced workers, ∆ k, is sufficiently

large, an opaque organization with a rank-order tournament that implements effort by all workers

is strictly more profitable than a transparent organization with individualized contracts.

While individualized contracts in a transparent organization have a lower total expected effort

implementation cost than rank-order tournaments in an opaque organization, they fully reveal

agents’ types. In contrast, tournaments create ambiguity about worker types and drive a

reputational wedge between winner and loser. This reduces the share of the implementation

cost that F has to pay to agents in the form of an explicit bonus. If the productivity difference

between talented and ordinary experienced agents, ∆ k, is large, these reputational incentives

reduce the explicit bonus below the expected implementation cost of individualized contracts,

even though the total effort implementation cost of the tournament is higher.

Screening Technology. One could also think of screening job applicants based on some

assessment technology that allows perfectly identifying talented workers at some cost. Then,

in the case of a transparent organization, a similar condition to (NSO) obtains if the cost of

perfectly identifying a talented worker is increasing in the ratio of ordinary relative to talented

job applicants (e.g., (1−h)
h ξ). As in the previous section, perfect screening is not compatible

with an opaque organization because it would kill off reputational incentives and forcibly lead

to a higher monetary implementation cost than the transparent organization.
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In Koch and Peyrache (2005a) we look at the case of probabilistic screening, where the amount

the firm invests into screening determines the probability with which it can identify talented

job seekers. The interesting effect of such a technology is that for an opaque organization the

(equilibrium) reputational incentives now depend on the probability of the firm being able to

pick the talented job seekers. If this probability is too high, the pool of workers entering into the

labor market for experienced workers is relatively homogenous, and the tournament outcome

is not very informative. Tournaments then fail to create sufficient ambiguity regarding agents’

types and the reputational incentives cannot compensate for the higher total implementation

cost relative to the transparent organization with individualized contracts. The firm chooses

a low screening precision if unexperienced workers do not differ much in productivity or if

implementing a high screening precision is relatively costly. Then tournaments are optimal

whenever reputation is sufficiently important for experienced workers.

Our analysis so far provides us with a partial characterization of optimal contracts and allows

us to derive first conclusions on optimal organizational forms. A transparent organization is

always optimal when experienced workers have similar productivity (∆ k is small) or when

contracts are separating. In contrast, an opaque organization is optimal when there is substantial

heterogeneity in human capital of experienced workers (∆ k is large) and contracts are pooling

(i.e., condition (NSO) is satisfied).

5 Contract Design

In this section we shift our focus from organizational design to the characteristics of optimal

contracts. Note first that a rank-order tournament can be an optimal contract. Whenever

(NSO) holds and ∆ k is sufficiently large to ensure that R(Be
11 = 0) ≥ max{B,B}, effort can be

implemented at no cost to F through reputational incentives under a rank-order tournament.

It then achieves the upper bound on expected profits and therefore is an optimal contract.

Corollary 1

Suppose agents are wealth and credit constrained and condition (NSO) holds. Then, if ∆ k is

sufficiently large to ensure that R(Be
11 = 0) ≥ max{B,B} (defined in equations (7) and (8)),

a rank-order tournament that implements effort by all workers in an opaque organization is an

optimal contract.

Rank-order tournaments are a special case of relative performance contracts, which are defined

as follows:
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Definition

A relative performance contract is a mapping from the set of outputs of all workers to the set of

lotteries over transfers that cannot be replicated using contracts that condition on each individual

worker’s output only.

Corollary 1 already demonstrates that relative performance contracts can be optimal in our

setting where the extant reasons for the optimality of such compensation schemes are absent.

However, it is based on a partial characterization of contracts arising under an opaque organi-

zation. Extending the analysis of contracting to the complete set of feasible contracts, we now

show that whenever the firm optimally implements an opaque organization, the optimal contract

is indeed always a relative performance contract.

Under an opaque organization the firm can commit only to paying out a fixed prize sum, say Z.

The challenge is to design the contract to distribute this prize sum in such a way that appropriate

effort incentives arise. For each of the possible joint output states {y1, y2} ∈ {θ̄+ q, θ+ q, θ̄, θ}2

a fixed-prize contract specifies a distribution of the prize sum. Denote by φ(z; y1, y2) ∈ [0, 1] the

probability with which worker 1 receives monetary reward z ∈ [0, Z] and worker 2 receives Z−z

in state {y1, y2}. Given such a fixed-prize contract, the market forms beliefs about an agent’s

type for each payment z observed under such a contract:

E [k(θ)| z, contract] = k + Prob
(
k(θ) = k

∣∣ z, contract) ∆ k. (11)

Thus, the perceived transfer that an agent receives is given by z + E [k(θ)| z, contract].

As an illustration, under a rank-order tournament we have Z = Be. Reward probabilities are

φ(z; y1, y2) = 0 for z 6= Be and

φ(z = Be; y1, y2) =


1 if y1 > y2

1/2 if y1 = y2

0 if y1 < y2

leading to the perceived transfers given in Section 3.2. For a discussion of other examples of

such fixed-prize schemes such as “bonus pools” see Rajan and Reichelstein (2005).

Having completed the characterization of the contract space under transparent and opaque

organizations, we now give a useful result about fixed-prize contracts.

Lemma 6

Any fixed-prize contract that implements effort by at least one worker is a relative performance

contract.
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Proof.

Suppose that a worker has a fixed-prize contract that is not a relative performance contract. To satisfy

the worker’s incentive constraint transfers cannot be constant across his output states. Since the total

prize sum is fixed, this implies that the other worker receives a non-constant residual prize sum. The size

of this residual prize sum depends on the first worker’s output state, contradicting the initial assumption

that the fixed-prize scheme can be constructed from contracts that condition on each individual worker’s

output only.

Lemma 6 greatly simplifies our task. It eliminates the need for a complete analysis of the

complex class of fixed-prize contracts to establish sufficient conditions for the optimality of

relative performance contracts. Instead, we can directly draw on Proposition 1 to obtain the

desired result.16

Proposition 2

When agents are wealth and credit constrained and condition (NSO) holds, firm F offers a

pooling contract. If the difference in human capital for experienced workers, ∆ k, is sufficiently

large, an opaque organization with a (fixed-prize) relative performance contract is optimal and

strictly more profitable than a transparent organization with individualized contracts.

Proposition 1 states that a rank-order tournament which implements effort by all workers can

strictly outperform all individualized contracts. In such a situation, at best there exists another

fixed-prize contract that yields at least the same profit as this rank-order tournament. Since

this is only possible if the fixed-prize contract implements effort by at least one worker, it is

also a relative performance contract (Lemma 6). Thus, to establish a sufficient condition for the

optimality of relative performance contracts, our initial focus on rank-order tournaments in an

opaque organization was conservative: if a rank-order tournament outperforms all individualized

contracts then, a forteriori, some contract in the full set of fixed-prize schemes in an opaque

organization will be optimal.

It is interesting to contrast our results with those that obtain in a static setting. Rajan and

Reichelstein (2005) build on the work of MacLeod (2003) to analyze the constraints imposed

on contracting by the non-verifiability of performance indicators in a static environment with

multiple agents. In contrast to our model, non-verifiability (corresponding to our opaque orga-
16Note that there always exists the following uninteresting equilibrium. If the market holds off-the-equilibrium-

path beliefs that F screens out ordinary job seekers with contracts should it set up an opaque organization, or

that no talented agent would accept such a contract, then reputational incentives cannot arise. But then, indeed,

F ’s best response is not to set up an opaque organization and but rather implement a transparent organization

with individualized contracts.
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nization) entails an additional agency cost for the principal relative to the situation where all

performance signals are contractible (corresponding to our transparent organization). The in-

crease in total incentives required to implement effort with non-verifiable performance measures

(which arises both in their static and our dynamic setting) is offset in our model by reputational

incentives that reduce the monetary incentives which the principal needs to offer.

6 Welfare implications

Our setup combines a moral hazard problem with one of asymmetric information regarding

agents’ types. We start discussing welfare implications focusing on the effort implementation

decision. A particular feature of our model is that under a transparent organization with indi-

vidualized contracts effort implementation is efficient. Thus, no distortion of effort arises when

a transparent organization is optimal.17 In contrast, under an opaque organization with a rank-

order tournament (or a different type of fixed-prize contract) an upward distortion of effort may

arise. To see this, assume that effort is inefficient, i.e., q < ψ
P . Moreover, suppose that condition

(NSO) holds and that ∆ k is sufficiently large so that Be
11

2P ≤ q. Then an opaque organization with

a rank-order tournament that implements effort by all workers is optimal for firm F even though

it is socially inefficient to implement effort. Thus, career concerns may lead to inefficiently high

effort provision – a feature that typically does not arise with explicit incentives.

The hiring policy of the firm creates a potential distortion along the dimension of efficient

screening of job applicants. Talented workers accumulate more human capital through learning

by doing in firm F than ordinary workers: k̄− θ̄ > k−θ since ∆ k > ∆ θ. Thus, in a constrained

Pareto optimum, it is efficient to only hire talented agents as soon as the increments in expected

output and in accumulated human capital for talented relative to ordinary workers cover the

expected cost of screening out ordinary job seekers. However, in a transparent organization F

does not internalize the impact of work experience on agents’ human capital and thus offers a

pooling contract in situations where screening contracts would be socially efficient. Similarly,

fixed-prize contracts in an opaque organization allow F to capture part of the human capital

gains of talented workers in the form of reputational incentives by offering pooling contracts in

situations where screening contracts would be socially efficient.

Finally, dynamic inefficiencies in sorting of experienced workers can arise as a consequence of

asymmetric learning as well. This dimension is not captured in our simple base model, but

can easily be added to our setup. If different types of jobs exists for experienced workers that
17However, as is well known from static moral hazard models, this does not hold in general for such individualized

contracts, and typically a downward distortion of effort arises (see Appendix A.1).
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differ in their sensitivity to ability, revelation of performance information in the first period

raises welfare by improving sorting of experienced workers in the second period. Hence, in

situations where F optimally chooses an opaque organization, an inefficiency arises because

opacity prevents information on workers’ productive abilities to be learnt by the labor market

and sorting of experienced workers is inefficient.18 This is closely related to the distortion in

sorting of experienced workers in Waldman (1984). There the firm is reluctant to move a worker

who turns out to have high human capital to the job at which he is most productive because this

reveals information to the labor market and forces the firm to increase the worker’s wage because

his outside opportunities improve. As a consequence, the threshold value that a worker’s human

capital has to exceed to be moved to the job with higher human capital sensitivity is set higher

than would be socially efficient.

7 Perfect Competition

In the previous analysis F was a monopolist in offering access to the labor market for experienced

workers and just had to match a less attractive outside option u = 0.19 As we now demonstrate

by constructing an example with rank-order tournaments, opaque organizations with fixed-prize

contracts can be viable even in the other polar case where there is perfect competition for

unexperienced workers.

Suppose M firms, each with two positions to be filled, compete for 2N < M job seekers. Con-

sider first the scenario in which all firms have a transparent organization and offer individualized

contracts. Then, due to perfect competition for workers and the possibility of conditioning trans-

fers on output, individualized contracts have to leave each worker with the entire profit from

the work relation with him. Therefore, transfers have to satisfy the following condition:

P tH (θ) + (1− P ) tL (θ)− ψ + k(θ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
expected utility from contract

= θ + P q − ψ + k(θ).︸ ︷︷ ︸
net expected output + human capital

(12)

For example, a contract with tH(θ) = θ + q and tL(θ) = θ would satisfy this condition. Then,

a worker simply receives the output he produces and his type is perfectly revealed. Note that

in such an equilibrium the distribution of workers across firms can be arbitrary. To construct

our example, assume that all firms offer pooling contracts and that all market participants hold

corresponding beliefs.20

18For a detailed analysis of this effect in a related career concerns model see Koch and Morgenstern (2005,

Section 6).
19See also the discussion of type-dependent outside options in Appendix A.3.
20In general, the pool of job seekers that a firm has access to depends on the recruitment policies of other firms.
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Now, consider the scenario where one firm is opaque and offers a rank-order tournament as

a pooling contract. If the tournament incites all agents to exert effort, the maximum total

compensation Zmax compatible with zero expected profits is:

Be + 2w = Zmax ≡ 2
[
h θ + (1− h) θ + P q

]
. (13)

In the tournament, a talented worker loses in terms of reputation because his type is not perfectly

revealed. Hence, to attract such workers the expected explicit bonus for the talented agent has

to compensate for this loss. Denote the ex ante probability of winning the tournament for a

talented worker by pwin. Then a talented worker accepts a job at this firm rather than at a

transparent firm with individualized contracts if

pwin (Zmax − 2w) + w − P q − θ︸ ︷︷ ︸
expected gain in explicit compensation

≥ k − [pwinR (Be
11) + E [k(θ)| loser,Be

11]]︸ ︷︷ ︸
expected loss in reputation

. (14)

In contrast, an ordinary worker gains in terms of reputation under the tournament. Therefore,

to attract such workers a lower expected explicit compensation than under an individualized

contract suffices. Denoting the ex ante probability of winning the tournament for an ordinary

worker by p
win

, an ordinary worker accepts a job at this firm if

P q + θ − p
win

(Zmax − 2w)− w︸ ︷︷ ︸
expected loss in explicit compensation

≤
[
p
win

R (Be
11) + E [k(θ)| loser,Be

11]
]
− k.︸ ︷︷ ︸

expected gain in reputation

(15)

A Perfect Bayesian equilibrium in which all firms offer pooling contracts and the firm proposing

a rank-order tournament succeeds in employing all types of job seekers exists if there exists

w ≥ 0 such that conditions (14) and (15) are satisfied and the resulting perceived bonus is

sufficient to incite effort, i.e.,

B = Zmax − 2w + 2h(1− h) (1− 2P (1− P )) ∆ k ≥ max{B,B}. (16)

By construction of the transfers all firms then have zero expected profits. We relegate this

analysis to Appendix B.

Proposition 3

With perfect competition among firms there exists a non-degenerate range of parameter values

for which Perfect Bayesian equilibria arise under which all workers exert effort, all firms offer

pooling contracts, make zero expected profits, and at least one firm sets up an opaque organization

with a rank-order tournament.

The result demonstrates that the logic underlying our analysis of rank-order tournaments does

not depend on market power. However, there is a subtle difference between the monopolistic
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case and the competitive setting: in the monopolistic case, large values of ∆ k increase the

reputational incentives for workers, which unambiguously makes an opaque organization with a

rank-order tournament more profitable relative to a transparent organization with individualized

contracts. In contrast under perfect competition, workers’ individual rationality constraints are

also affected by ∆ k. For tournaments to be viable, the expected surplus, Zmax, that the firm

can redistribute among its workers must be sufficient to compensate a talented worker for the

expected loss in reputation from joining this firm rather than another one (which increases with

∆ k). The firm is only able to equilibrate the individual rationality constraints of talented and

ordinary workers (14) and (15) for intermediate values of ∆k. If ∆k is too small relative to the

other parameters, reputational incentives are too weak to implement effort. If ∆k is too large

relative to the other parameters, the monetary compensation necessary to attract a talented

worker exceeds the level of compensation compatible with zero expected profits.

8 Absence of Wealth Constraints

In the absence of wealth constraints, one of the pay-off equivalent solutions to the contract

design problem is to set up a transparent organization and “sell the project” to two talented

risk neutral agents extracting the expected surplus which consists of the expected output net of

costs, θ̄+max{P q−ψ, 0 }, and the value to the agent of working for firm F and having output

revealed, k̄. This is sufficient to deter ordinary job seekers from accepting a contract at the firm.

Since F extracts the maximum amount of rents from the two positions that it offers job seekers,

tournaments or other fixe-prize contracts can never yield a strictly larger profit. However, it

is possible to design fixed-prize contracts in an opaque organization with entrance fees that

generate the same expected profit for F as the above individualized contract in a transparent

organization.21 This yields the following result:

21For example, F can set up a rank-order tournament that deters ordinary job seekers from entering the firm.

It simply sets an entrance fee equal to that of the individualized contract above. Moreover, in such a homogeneous

tournament both talented workers have a chance of winning of 1/2. Thus, F can simultaneously increase the

explicit bonus Be (which is equal to the perceived bonus B) and decrease the fixed component w without affecting

the expected utility of talented job seekers in the tournament or changing its own expected profit. Screening out

of ordinary job seekers is achieved by setting w such that a loser has to pay a large amount to F . This makes it

unattractive for an ordinary job seeker to enter the firm because his chance of winning the tournament against a

talented job seeker is less than 1/2.
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Proposition 4

When agents are neither wealth nor credit constrained, an opaque organization with fixed-prize

contracts can never yield strictly higher profits than a transparent organization with individual-

ized contracts. In such a situation it is always optimal for the firm F to design contracts (or

fixed-prize contracts) to screen out ordinary job seekers.

The firm has two currencies with which it can reward agents: cash and reputation. Propositions

1 and 2 state that whenever wealth and credit constraints prevent the firm from selling human

capital and/or certification as a talented agent, a transparent organization with individualized

contracts may not be optimal. If the difference in productivities between experienced ordinary

and talented agents (∆ k) is sufficiently large, F has an interest to set up an opaque organization

with contracts that create ambiguity about worker types. In this way the firm manipulates

expected payoffs from future employment to create a wedge between high output states (which

are more likely to be reached by exerting effort) and low output states (which are more likely

in the absence of effort).

In contrast, Proposition 4 states that in the absence of wealth constraints, the firm always prefers

to design contracts that screen out ordinary job seekers. Firm F can then charge agents for the

human capital that they accumulate and the certification that they receive by having their type

revealed. This certification is either direct, through publicly observable output under a trans-

parent organization, or indirect, through screening contracts that guarantee the homogeneity of

the firm’s work force under an opaque organization.

9 Discussion and Conclusion

Our first two main results spell out the implications of individuals entering into a sequence of

employment relations for firms’ organizational choices and contract design. First, it can be opti-

mal for a firm to remain opaque even though this limits its set of feasible contracts (Proposition

1). Second, fixed-prize contracts, such as rank-order tournaments, can be optimal, even though

the extant explanations for the optimality of such relative performance compensation schemes

are absent (Proposition 2).

The base model is kept simple to clearly bring out these key insights which have not been

documented before. We address some modelling choices in the paper. Proposition 2 shows

that Proposition 1 is robust to allowing the firm to use screening contracts on job seekers. A

similar intuition holds for firms that have access to an assessment technology to screen workers

(Koch and Peyrache 2005a). The key insight is that firms have an interest in assuring some
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heterogeneity in their work force to create reputational incentives and therefore will not go to the

extreme of eliminating all ex ante uncertainty about job applicants. Proposition 3 demonstrates

that the mechanics of our basic setup do not hinge on monopoly power of the firm. Moreover, in

Appendix A we show that our main insights are robust to the introduction of heterogeneity in

marginal productivities or outside options, the inclusion of a positive success probability in the

absence of effort, and, importantly, that they are not an artefact of the production technology

that perfectly reveals workers’ types.

Our assumption that the principal can only contract on variables that are publicly observable

is reasonable in many economic applications (Malcomson 1984). For an analysis of the comple-

mentary case we refer to our companion paper (Koch and Peyrache 2005b), where the principal

can commit to contracts on output even though it is not publicly observable. Then, transfers

that agents receive under an explicit incentive scheme provide them with signals that affect their

reputation in the market place. In this setting, the principal always distorts the information

flow to the market. Moreover, we show that the principal can limit her search for optimal in-

centive schemes to the class of relative performance contracts that are non-trivial, in the sense

that they cannot be replicated by contracts based on individual performance only. The com-

mon message of our two papers is that the ability of a principal to design explicit contracts

to shape agents’ reputational incentives provides a new rationale for the optimality of relative

performance contracts.

In our model, wealth and credit constraints prevent firms from charging “entrance fees”, which

is consistent with most labor market settings (Wang 1997). Nevertheless, as Proposition 4

demonstrates, limited liability is a crucial requirement for our result that opaque organizations

with fixed-prize contracts can be strictly optimal. Otherwise, the firm can simply set up a

transparent organization and sell access to the expected output and human capital accumulation

as well as the certification of being talented to talented job seekers. Our results clearly do not

depend on workers being risk neutral. Even though fixed-prize contracts expose workers to

more risk, the resulting reputational incentives allow reducing monetary incentives if agents are

moderately risk averse.

Arguably, the strongest assumption is that all workers switch employers in our model.22 We

restrict our model along this dimension to bring out clearly the hitherto unstudied trade-off

between “good monetary” incentives and “good reputational” incentives that arises in sequential

contracting with moral hazard. However, it is important to note that our results do not hinge

on this assumption. What is key is that there is heterogeneity in productivities within the pool
22Calzolari and Pavan (2005) make a similar assumption in their sequential contracting model.
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of workers leaving their position in the firm and entering the labor market. In what follows, we

discuss the relevance of our separation assumption.

The effects of asymmetric learning for turnover have been extensively investigated. In these

models, the informational asymmetry between current employer and outsiders causes a lemons

problem that prevents movements of workers across firms in equilibrium unless there are

exogenous sources of turnover (e.g., Greenwald (1986)) or worker-firm matches have a random

component unrelated to ability (e.g., Lazear (1986) and Owan (2004)). Thus, the trade-off

that we highlight should be most relevant in situations where employer-to-employer flows are

relatively high,23 whereas low turnover settings with asymmetric learning suggest that adverse

selection problems are important. Broadly speaking, two factors appear to be particularly

relevant. First, among young workers turnover is highest (e.g., Farber (1994)) and a substantial

amount of it is due to “job shopping” for a position that offers a sufficiently high match quality

(e.g., Jovanovic (1979)).24 The perceived quality of a match with an employer largely depends

on factors not related to innate ability such as tastes, the quality of social interaction with

colleagues, and geographical ties.25 Second, a worker’s human capital can become more valuable

outside the current firm for all workers as they gain experience.26 In such a setting, it is not

optimal for an employer to match outsiders’ offers and separation is an equilibrium phenomenon.

Our model helps understand features of several specific labor market settings, which we will now

turn to. The first of these are entry-level jobs in the professional service industry. Here young

professionals gather substantial amounts of experience and are generally viewed as “free agents”

who invest primarily in general human capital (Groysberg and Nanda 2002). As a consequence,

employee turnover is extremely high27 and reputational incentives appear to have a strong impact

on individuals’ careers. The high compensation attained by seniors relies on a delicate balance of
23Observed turnover is actually quite substantial on average. Each month about 2.6 percent of all employed

in the US switch to a new employer (accounting for roughly 40 percent of new jobs started). This is more than

twice the size of the flow from employment to unemployment (Fallick and Fleischman 2004).
24Topel and Ward (1992) document a wage premium for job switchers, which is consistent with increasing

match quality.
25There is a large organizational behavior literature on the determinants of the perceived ease and desirability

of employer-to-employer movement, which builds on the work of March and Simon (1958). See, for example, Price

(1999).
26Rosen (1982) argues that a manager’s human capital and the scale of resources under control are complements.

This has received some empirical support (e.g., Hayes and Schaefer (1999)). Thus, if individuals accumulate a lot

of general human capital in a job it might be efficient for all types of workers to move to a larger firm, eliminating

adverse selection issues.
27Turnover rates can be as high as 20 to 25 percent (Maister (2003), p.15).
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the number of seniors and juniors. Positions at the top are limited because the professional skills

of seniors need to be leveraged with the efforts of juniors.28 These “slot constraints” limit the

scope for adverse selection and guarantee that there is considerable heterogeneity in the ability

levels of professionals moving to other firms. Moreover, juniors typically perform routine tasks

which would not fully utilize the human capital of more experienced professionals. Therefore,

experienced juniors who are not promoted are likely to be more productive outside the current

firm than inside their old junior positions. Consistent with our model, firms in this industry

typically have a tournament-style up-or-out policy29 which succeeds in generating reputational

incentives because individuals who survived in a professional service firm for some time and then

leave are generally not viewed as lemons but rather enter very attractive and highly remunerated

positions (Maister 2003).

In line with what our model would suggest, partnerships in human capital intensive profes-

sional services tend to avoid publicly observable measures of individual performance.30 Those

individuals who are not promoted within a certain time period leave to seek greener pastures

elsewhere. Because prestigious firms offer only a small chance of becoming a partner,31 potential

recruits rather view employment there as stepping stones in their career. Being employed for

some time in such a firm provides young professionals with experience, training, and the cachet

of a renowned firm. These credentials help them enter prime positions that they could not have

obtained as fast by another route (Maister 2003). Despite their attractiveness, professional firms

do not make young workers pay up front with an entrance fee. Instead, as our model suggests,

they (partially)32 extract these gains through low pay to young workers, measured relative to

their qualifications (e.g., Rebitzer and Taylor (1995) and Tadelis and Levin (2005)).

Our framework also provides a rationale for firms’ use of centrally set compensation rules as

a commitment device to credibly avoid adverse selection in employee turnover. According to

Baker et al. (1994, p.913), these rules place a “wedge between an employee’s pay and what pay

would be in an external spot market.” They find evidence that such administrative constraints33

prevent the firm from giving workers with favorable performance signals sufficiently large raises
28See Maister (2003). Spurr (1987, p.521) reports an average ratio of associates to partners in big New York

law firms of .98 in 1983.
29Typically, a promotion decision has to be made after a set number of years, e.g, 6-10 years in law firms (Gilson

and Mnookin 1989). Thus firms commit to not opportunistically keep qualified individuals at the associate level

indefinitely (e.g., Gilson and Mnookin (1989) and Rebitzer and Taylor (1995)).
30E.g., see evidence on law firms in Gilson and Mnookin (1985).
31For example, the probability of an associate becoming a partner in a big New York law firm is roughly 23

percent (Spurr (1987), p.523).
32Rebitzer and Taylor (1995) provide evidence for substantial employment rents in prestigious large law firms.
33These are labelled “green card effects” because many firms print compensation rules on green cards.
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to retain them. We suggest that such self-imposed constraints can be rational because they

permit creating reputational incentives that lower the wage bill. Some indirect evidence for this

can also be found in Groysberg and Nanda’s (2002) study of turnover among financial analysts.

The annual “All-American Research Team” list published by the Institutional Investor ranks

top financial investors, and these rankings have a considerable impact on analysts’ earnings.

This divides the group of analysts into stars, with a position on the All-American Research

Team, and non-stars, who are not listed. Arguably, the current employer of an analyst still has

an informational advantage over outside firms. Hence, one could expect differences in turnover

ratios for stars and non-stars, reflecting different distributions of abilities in these two groups,

which are selected samples. In the study, star analysts have lower turnover than non-stars.

However, differences in turnover disappear once one controls for easily observed demographic

characteristics (e.g., stars tend to be older, have more experience, and they have moved less than

non-stars). This provides tentative evidence that firms do not selectively bid up the remuneration

for those stars who they know to be more valuable.

Finally, our paper contributes to understanding the internal labor markets of big firms. There,

the way up for a worker is often blocked by a superior, and career moves require switching to other

departments. Because this superior typically has better information about her subordinates

than members of other departments, strategically revealing information about workers’ abilities,

as in our model, can create intra-firm reputational incentives. These enhance an employee’s

prospects when switching to another department. Some evidence for this is given in Sheridan

et al.’s (1990) study of a large public utility company. They find that job assignments and the

access to networks opened by more powerful functional departments influence promotion and

salary prospects.
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Appendix

A Modelling Alternatives

In this section we briefly discuss the impact of modelling alternatives on the results from the

base model.

A.1 Positive Success Probability in the Absence of Effort

If a worker who does not exert effort has probability p > 0 of reaching a high-output state θ+ q,

two effects arise: first, the effort implementation cost increases for both individualized contracts

and rank-order tournaments. Second, the threshold for implementing effort for individualized

contracts is inefficiently large.

The high-state transfers with individualized contracts change to t′H(θ) = ψ
P−p > tH(θ). Similarly,

for a rank-order tournament which implements effort by all workers the perceived bonus now has

to satisfy B ≥ max{B′, B
′}, where B′ = P

P−p B and B
′ = P

P−p B. Reputational incentives for

this rank-order tournament are as in the base model. It is straightforward to extend Propositions

1, 2, 3, and 4 to this case.

The interesting effect of p > 0 is that a trade-off between efficient effort provision and limited

liability rents arises: if ψ
P−p > q ≥ ψ

P effort is not implemented even though it is efficient. Thus,

in contrast to the base model, a rank-order tournament may lead to efficient effort provision

when individualized contracts do not.

A.2 Different Marginal Productivities

Suppose that a talented worker has a larger productivity of effort than an ordinary one:

P ≡ P
(
θ
)
> P ≡ P (θ) > 0. Then, the high-state transfer required under individual-

ized contracts changes to t′′H(θ) = ψ
P (θ) . Similarly, for rank-order tournaments the per-

ceived bonus now has to satisfy B ≥ max{B′′, B
′′}, where B′′ = 2ψ

P [2h (1−P )+1−h] and

B
′′ = 2ψ

P [2 (1−h)P+h]
. The reputational incentives under such a tournament now become:

R (Be
11) = 2h(1− h)

[
1− 2P

(
1− P̄

)]
∆ k. Again, it is straightforward to extend Propositions

1, 2, 3, and 4 to this case.

A.3 Different Outside Options

In the base model both workers have identical outside options u = 0. Consider now the case

where talented agents face a better outside option than ordinary ones: u ≡ u(θ) > u ≡ u(θ).
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We will discuss only the interesting case where the value of an agent’s outside option is lower

than the human capital acquired plus expected net production in a relation with firm F . That

is, for θ ∈
{
θ, θ

}
u (θ) < θ + max {0, P q − ψ}+ k(θ). (17)

This assumption guarantees F some rents from all worker types.

Individual rationality constraints

To illustrate the impact of outside options on contracts, we consider the case where effort is

implemented for all agents. With individualized contracts the individual rationality constraint

may now bind so that transfers now become t′′′i (θ) = ti(θ) + max{u(θ)− k(θ), 0}, i = L,H.

In the case of a rank-order tournament the respective agents’ individual rationality constraints

now are:{
h
2 + (1− h) [1− P (1− P )]

}
B + E [k(θ)| loser,Be

11] + w − ψ ≥ u, (IRT ){
1−h

2 + hP (1− P )
}
B + E [k(θ)| loser,Be

11] + w − ψ ≥ u. (IRT )

If a talented worker’s individual rationality constraint binds, it is cheaper for F to increase

the bonus than to increase the wage since a talented worker’s perceived probability of winning

is larger than 1/2. Therefore, for every unit of transfer F wants to give a talented worker in

expectation, it has to increase the bonus by less than two units, while it would have to raise the

wage bill by two units to achieve the same through wages. In contrast, if an ordinary worker’s

individual rationality constraint binds, F prefers increasing the wage rather than the bonus

because the worker’s perceived probability of winning is less than 1/2. Thus, the wage and the

explicit bonus are determined by the following conditions:

w′ = max
{

0, u+ ψ − E [k(θ)| loser,Be
11]−

[
1− h

2
+ hP (1− P )

]
B′′′

}
, (18)

B′′′ = max
{
B,B,

2 (u+ ψ − w′ − E [k(θ)| loser,Be
11])

2h(1− h) [1− P (1− P )] + h
,R (Be

11)
}
, (19)

Be
11 = B′′′ −R (Be

11) . (20)

It is easy to see that Proposition 1 continues to hold. With individualized contracts F always

incurs a positive monetary implementation cost. With a rank-order tournament if ∆ k sufficiently

large so that

R (Be
11) = 2h(1− h) [1− 2P (1− P )]∆ k (21)

≥ max
{
B,B,

2 (u− E [k(θ)| loser,Be
11] + ψ)

2h(1− h) [1− P (1− P )] + h
,
2 (u− E [k(θ)| loser,Be

11] + ψ)
1− h+ 2hP (1− P )

}
.

all worker types’ incentive and individual rationality constraints are satisfied, i.e., incentives are

costless for F and a rank-order tournament is optimal.
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Screening Contracts

In contrast to the base model, the rent that F earns by hiring an ordinary worker and offering

individualized contracts can now be larger than the rent earned from a talented one. The gain

from hiring a talented instead of an ordinary agent is ∆ θ. However, to attract a talented job

seeker the contract has to leave him a rent u − k. If k ≥ u then in any individualized contract

the individual rationality constraint for talented job seekers is not binding and, as in the base

model, F never has an interest to screen out such agents. If k < u then F could screen out

talented job seekers at no cost by setting tL(θ) = tH(θ) = 0. The rent required to attract

an ordinary agent is max{u − k, 0}. Thus, screening out talented job seekers is not optimal if

∆ θ − (u − k) ≥ max{u − k, 0}. The no-screening-out condition for ordinary workers from the

base model changes in a straightforward way to (k − u) > h∆ θ. Hence, it is easy to extend

Propositions 2 and 3.

Proposition 4 is also easily extended. What changes is that F sells expected output and the

human capital that agents can accumulate to those job seekers for whom the expected surplus

generated in the relation with F is maximal. Their type is given by

θ′ ∈ argmaxθ∈{θ,θ̄}
[
k(θ)− u(θ) + θ + max{P q − ψ, 0 }

]
. (22)

A.4 Continuous Output

In this section we show that the key ingredient to our results is not an artefact of having a

simple production technology where output perfectly reveals workers’ types but also obtains in

settings where talented and ordinary workers’ outputs are continuous random variables ỹ with

common support R+: the reputational incentives created by a rank-order tournament can then

still exceed those created by individualized contracts by a factor proportional to ∆ k.

Suppose that the output of a type θ ∈ {θ, θ̄} worker is distributed according to distribution

F (y|θ) with density f(y|θ) if he exerts effort.34 To capture ability-related productivity differences

assume that F̄ (y) first order stochastically dominates F (y). Since the general case is intractable,

we will demonstrate our claim using a special case that admits an analytical solution without

specifying specific distributions F̄ (y) and F (y). Suppose that absent effort all workers produce

zero output and that the density conditional on effort is equal at y = 0 for both worker types:

f̄(0) = f(0). Then, the market posterior for y = 0 is simply E [k(θ)| y = 0] = h k̄+(1−h)k
2 , and

for y > 0 it is given by

E [k(θ)| y] =
h f̄(y) k̄ + (1− h) f(y) k
h f̄(y) + (1− h) f(y)

, y > 0. (23)

34Following the convention in the paper, we denote f̄(y) ≡ f(y|θ̄), f(y) ≡ f(y|θ), etc.
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Thus, it is straightforward that the reputation effect of exerting effort for a worker of type θ is

simply ∫ ∞

0
E [k(θ)| y] f(y|θ) dy − E [k(θ)| y = 0] . (24)

Combining the individual effects, the expected reputational incentives generated by C11 are

R(C11) =
∫ ∞

0

(
E [k(θ)| y]

[
h f̄(y) + (1− h) f(y)

])
dy − 2E [k(θ)| y = 0]

=
∫ ∞

0

(
h f̄(y) k̄ + (1− h) f(y) k

)
dy −

(
h k̄ + (1− h)k

)
= 0. (25)

In contrast to the simple case considered in the base model, (positive or negative) reputational

effects arise under individualized contracts for individual worker types. However, these individual

reputation effects off-set each other in expectation so that from F ’s perspective no aggregate

reputational incentives are created.

In a tournament that implements effort for all agents using a pooling contract the overall repu-

tation effect is:

R (Be
11) = 2h(1− h)

[
1− 2

∫ ∞

0
F̄ (y) f(y) dy

]
∆ k. (26)

Lemma 7 R (Be
11) is strictly positive.

Proof.

Note that we can make the following statement about the integral expression (using the assumption of

first order stochastic dominance for the second inequality):∫ ∞
0

F̄ (y) f(y) dy < F̄ (z1)
∫ z1

0

f(y) dy +
∫ ∞

z1

F̄ (y) f(y) dy ≤ F (z1) [F (z1)− F (0)] +
∫ ∞

z1

F̄ (y) f(y) dy.

We can keep on developing the expression and construct an arithmetic sequence by choosing z1 . . . zn so

that zi is the i/n quantile. Note that then [F (zi)− F (zi−1)] = 1/n. Thus,∫ ∞
0

F̄ (y) f(y) dy <
n∑

i=1

F (zi) [F (zi)− F (zi−1)] =
1
n

n∑
i=1

i

n
=
n+ 1
2n

.

Since limn→∞
n+1
2 n = 1

2 , the integral expression is strictly less than 1/2 and we have R (Be
11) > 0.

Thus, we can conclude (as in the base model) that rank-order tournaments in an opaque orga-

nization are strictly more profitable than individualized contracts in a transparent organization

for sufficiently large ∆k.
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B Proof of Proposition 3

1. There exists a unique wage ŵ such that conditions (14) and (15) are satisfied

Under a pooling contract the probabilities of winning for each worker type are

pwin =
h

2
+ (1− h) [1− P (1− P )] >

1
2
, (27)

p
win

=
1− h

2
+ hP (1− P ) <

1
2
. (28)

Thus, using (13) we can rewrite conditions (14) and (15) as (1 − h)A1 ≥ 0 and −hA1 ≥ 0,

where

A1 = [1− 2P (1− P )] [θ + P q − w]− [1− h (1− 2P (1− P ))] ∆ θ

−
{

1− h (1− h) [1− 2P (1− P )]2
}

∆ k. (29)

Hence, the only way that both conditions can simultaneously be satisfied is if A1 = 0. There

exists a unique wage ŵ such that A1 = 0:

ŵ = θ + P q −
[1− h (1− 2P (1− P ))] ∆ θ +

{
1− h (1− h) [1− 2P (1− P )]2

}
∆ k

1− 2P (1− P )
.(30)

2. Wealth and incentive constraints

For the rank-order tournament to be part of an equilibrium, ŵ must satisfy all worker’s wealth

and incentive constraints. Since, ŵ is increasing in θ and s and decreasing in ∆ θ and ∆ k, the

condition ŵ ≥ 0 is satisfied if θ and s are sufficiently big relative to ∆ θ and ∆ k.35

The incentive constraint B = Zmax − 2 ŵ + 2h(1 − h) (1− 2P (1− P )) ∆ k ≥ max{B,B} is

equivalent to
2 (∆ θ + ∆ k)

1− 2P (1− P )
≥ max{B,B}. (31)

The right-hand side is only a function of ψ, h, and P . Clearly, for P bounded away from 0 and

1 the condition is satisfied for sufficiently large ∆ θ and ∆ k relative to ψ.

35Note that the only restriction on these parameters in the model is that q > ∆ θ.
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